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Dr. Hámori Balázs
Egyetemi tanár / Professor
Actual classification: Professor
Year of birth: 1946

Qualifications, scientific degrees
Higher education qualifications

1965 - 1969
, (B)

Scientific degrees and awards

1985, kandidátus

1999, Dr.Habil

2015, DSc

1971, dr. univ

Career
Workplaces

2006 - 2008
,
2005 -
,
2003 - 2006
,
2000 - 2003
,
2000 -
,
2000 - 2000
,
1996 - 2014
,
1985 - 2000
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,
1987 - 1989
,
1985 - 1987
,
1975 - 1985
,
1970 - 1975
,
1969 - 1970
,
2016 -
,

Public activities in the university (memberships in university bodies)

2008 -

2005 -

2005 -

2003 - 2005

1998 - 2000

1998 - 1999

1995 - 2000

1993 - 2000

1992 - 2000

1992 - 1998

1992 - 1998

1991 - 1998

1990 - 2000

1989 - 2000

1989 - 1992

1996 - 1999

1998 - 2000

2011 -

2017 -
subproject manager, Corvinus LABEFOP-3.6.1-16-2016-00013Institutional developments for smart
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specialization at Corvinus University of Budapest, Campus of Székesfehérvár

Important study tours, delegacies

2004,

2003,

2002,

2000,

1998,

1996,

1994,

1993,

1992,

1991,

Awards, titles, honors

1996,

Language skills

Language Speaking Writing Reading Media
appearance

English Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate Yes

German Basic Basic Intermediate

Russian Basic Basic Basic

Research, professional activity
Major taught courses or fields of education:

political economy, economics of consumption, analysis of economic mechanisms, economics of culture,
economics of transition, comparative economics, institutional economics, institutions and economic
behavior, behavioral economics, introduction to economic psychology.

Field of science and discipline:
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economics

Current fields of research:

behavioral characteristics of economic actors, economic behavior issues in the information economy /
knowledge economy, issues of institutional economics, specialities and networks of innovation

Previous fields of research:

Consumption Economics, critical analysis of the socialist economy, economic issues of transition,
economics of culture

Major research projects

2004 - 2008, Individual, social and institutional conditions of competitiveness
Form of participation: leader of the research team
Moneylender:
Further info about research: Consortial research, with the participation of the Institute of
Psychology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the ELTE Institute of Psychology and the
Department of Comparative Economics of BCE. The topic of this latter department was set up by a
research group on

2017 - ,
Form of participation: member of the research team
Moneylender: Ministry of Human Capacities
Further info about research: Corvinus LAB: As a new tool for knowledge creation, it focuses on
networks that end up with social innovation. Subject areas: ICT Livinglab and Innovation Lab, Talk
Lab, Design Communication LAB, Behavioral Economics LAB, Socio LAB. The investigated networks
are a powerful player in all three sectors, but the role of the civil sector is the most
significant.Research tasks and goals• Organization of network-related research, publication of
results and presentation at scientific events.• Creating an attractive educational environment and
training for researchers and students, providing researchers with new resources.• Identification
and promotion of local (regional) relations, higher education and industrial competencies and
needs, demand and supply.• Motivating and enforcing local innovation processes by supporting
the management of local companies and of the public sector in case of demand or problem
detection, mediation role, analysis, etc.• Developing entrepreneurial skills and attitudes in
education, training, mentoring, etc. through. Target groupThe direct target groups of the project
are instructors and researchers of the Corvinus University of Budapest in Székesfehérvár, with
special regard to young researchers and instructors, as well as students of the university, mainly
doctoral students and doctoral candidates. We also involve researchers from the business sector,
the non-profit sector and the civil sector.

Membership in scientific or professional bodies/organizations

2009 - , ,
, national
2009 - , ,
, regional/local
2009 - , ,
, regional/local
2008 - , ,
, national
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2007 - , ,
, national
2006 - , ,
, national
2005 - , ,
, regional/local
2005 - 2009, ,
, regional/local
2003 - 2006, ,
, regional/local
2002 - , ,
, national
2001 - , ,
, national
2000 - 2003, ,
, regional/local
1996 - , ,
, international
1992 - , ,
, international
1991 - , ,
, international
1991 - , ,
, national
1991 - 2000, ,
, regional/local
1991 - 1997, ,
, national
1972 - , ,
, national

Board memberships and positions

2008 - , ,

2006 - , ,

1995 - 2000, ,

1990 - 2002, ,

Expert consultancy activities

2003 - 2008
,
2001 -
,
1996 -
,
1992 -
,

Publications
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Publications can be found at Magyar Tudományos Művek Tára (MTMT). (MTMT is the offical
repository of the university.)

Contacts
E-mail address: bhamori@uni-corvinus.hu

Consulting hours:

Tuesday, 12:10 - 13:30,Thursday, 12:10 - 13:30
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